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Glossary
Channel: Chat room
CMC: Computer-Mediated Communication
IRC:  Internet Relay Chat
MOO:  MUD, Object Oriented
?178?
MUD:   Multi-User Domain/Dungeon/Dimension. A computer pro-
gramme allowing many users to participate in virtual-reality 
role-playing games
Netiquette:  e informal code of behaviour on the internet
Nick: Nickname used by an IRC participant
Post: To send a message in IRC
User:  An IRC participant
1.?Introduction
With the number of internet users increasing tenfold from 1999 to 2013, and 
around 40% (over 3.1 billion), of the world?s population having an internet 
connection today (Internet Live Stats, April 2015), ongoing research in Inter-
net communication is vital in order to better understand and keep abreast of 
this stimulating, dynamic and essential electronic medium.
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is a popular form of Computer-Mediated Com-
munication (CMC) that allows people to meet each other and interact in real 
time via the keyboard through the Internet. IRC is less constrained by con-
ventions than other forms of communication, such as face-to-face interaction 
or email, but does contain some attributes that closely resemble speech. Pri-
marily social in nature (Crystal, 2001, p. 168), IRC interactions exhibit many 
expressions of ?rapport? (Simpson, 2003, p. 146) which tend to exemplify its 
?light-hearted? (ibid. p. 228) character.
Any study of IRC (Internet Relay Chat) communication necessitates con-
sideration of the unique language and communicative symbols used by par-
ticipants in the medium itself. is study looks at the medium of IRC, and 
the various features of Netspeak that make it such a unique form of commu-
nication. Ethics are briey considered, then extracts of exchanges obtained 
from an IRC chat room containing Netspeak?s salient features are studied, in 
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order to gain a better understanding of the interactions occurring in one IRC 
chatroom.
2.?e IRC Medium
IRC was invented by Jarkko Oikarinen in Finland in 1988, and today it pro-
vides a method of real-time or synchronous communication between people 
from all over the world. It consists of hundreds of computer networks, each 
comprising dozens of servers to which people can connect via their comput-
ers and an Internet connection. Once connected to a server using special 
soware called a client, people (users) can choose to join any number of 
thousands of chat rooms (channels), each one devoted to a dierent topic. 
Most of the channels are lighthearted in nature.
e IRC client used in this dissertation is mIRC, the most popular IRC cli-
ent for Microso Windows. e soware provides an option to record all on-
line activities, including dates and times, in the form of a log le, which is 
then saved on the user?s computer as a permanent record in the form of a text 
le.
3.?Ethics
is study analyses and presents data collected from IRC log les, therefore 
questions of ethics, informed consent. and privacy will be considered in this 
section.
e exchanges obtained from these log les contain minimal personal or 
condential information and, adhering to Lancaster University?s Ethical 
guidelines, contain no ?references to places, people and events? (Ethics and 
the Web, 2006). 
With regard to the issue of informed consent, the American Sociological 
Association (2008) stipulates in its Code of Ethics (Sec. 12.01) that ?sociolo-
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gists may conduct research in public places or use publicly available informa-
tion about individuals (e.g., naturalistic observations in public places, analy-
sis of public records, or archival research) without obtaining consent.?
Simpson (2003) states that nicks allow users to be ?self-anonymised? (p. 
43), and some users? visits to a chat room are extremely short, therefore ren-
dering it ?for all practical purposes impossible? (ibid.) to obtain informed 
consent. He states that this self-anonymity and briefness of appearance inher-
ently provide participants with some degree of protection (ibid.). 
I believe that the risks to participants are minimal, and therefore do not 
consider the investigation of the exchanges in this dissertation an ethical vio-
lation of their privacy rights.
4.?Data Selection and Method of Analysis
I observed and participated in the chat room #ChatWorld for several hours in 
order to become familiar with and follow the frequent rapid exchanges, and 
the various features of Netspeak. I then chose a 90-minute section of ex-
changes from a recent log le (containing 958 lines) that I surmised would 
represent a good range of typical chat behavior from the participants and 
provide a sucient volume of data with which to form an accurate snap-shot 
of typical behaviour in this chat room.
5.?Netspeak
Netspeak (informal): the jargon, abbreviations, and emoticons 
typically used by frequent internet users. (Collins English Dic-
tionary, 2015)
IRC users have developed a method of communicating through the key-
board, which displays some interesting and unique properties. Netspeak is 
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intriguing because not only does it have the characteristics of both speech 
and writing combined into a hybrid form of communication, but also be-
cause it possesses unique features seen in neither speech nor writing.
In order to follow the IRC examples, knowledge of the meaning and usage 
of these features is necessary. I will therefore outline the salient aspects of 
Netspeak apparent in the data, and categorise the most relevant under the 
following four headings: Abbreviations, Paralanguage, Emoticons and Emot-
ing.
5.1?Abbreviations
Two main types of abbreviations were most apparent in the logs - Initialisms 
and Shortenings.
5.1.1?Initialisms are ?acronyms in which each letter is pronounced separate-
ly, rather than the acronym being pronounced as a word? (Collins English 
Dictionary, 2015)
However, in IRC, unlike spoken conversation, the pronunciation element is 
unnecessary.
e following examples rst indicate the nick of the user, followed by the 
initialisms and their meanings in square brackets:
<Owen> Lmao [Laughing my ass o]
<rocker_girl> gtg [got to go]
<EvilStar_> hb sis [hurry back sis(ter)]
<EvilStar_> omg [oh my god]
5.1.2?Shortenings
Shortenings are words formed by dropping one or more syllables from a lon-
ger word or phrase with no change in meaning. (Dictionary.com, 2015)
e following two types of shortenings were the most salient in the data/logs:
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?Shortenings with letters omitted or changed
<Babo0n> i was jk [I was joking]
<Night?queen>  i?m ok,thnx abd u,geodesist?  [I?m okay thanks (how) 
about you geodist?]
? Shortenings utilising single letters, or numbers, which have the same 
sound as words
<geodesist> how r u today?  [how are you today?]
<geodesist> bcoz u r so beautiful NQ  [because you are so 
beautiful Night?queen]
5.2?Paralanguage
Paralanguage: ?Vocal features that accompany speech and contribute to com-
munication but are not generally considered to be part of the language sys-
tem, as vocal quality, loudness, and tempo: sometimes also including facial 
expressions and gestures? (Dictionary.com, 2015). 
e following three distinct paralinguistic features were salient in the logs 
and indicate the uniqueness of the IRC medium:
5.2.1?Reduplication
Reduplicated letters are used to represent ?drawn-out or expressive intona-
tion? (Werry, 1996, p. 57), and are quite frequent in IRC. Hentschel (1998) ar-
gues that reduplication on IRC ?does not take into account the phonetical 
and practical aspects of spoken language, but rather makes exclusive use of 
graphemes? (ibid. 3.2.4 Paralinguistic markers, para. 3). In speech, it is possi-
ble to elongate or stress vowel sounds, but many elongated consonants cannot 
be pronounced and therefore represent another unique feature of this medi-
um.
Examples:
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<EvilStar_>  nooooooooooooo
<Ivanek>  Ireliaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa  [Ivanek greets Irelia]
<Irelia>  ivanekkkkkkkkk   [Irelia?s response to Ivanek?s 
greeting]
5.2.2?Capitalization
e use of capital letters in IRC sometimes indicates emphasis (Cherney 
1999, p. 91), but more oen indicates virtual shouting or screaming 
(Hentschel, 1998) and is considered bad netiquette. is, of course, assumes 
that the user who posted the capitalized message realizes the channel rules 
and is aware that the post is capitalized.
e following exchange illustrates a reaction to the use of capitalization in 
the form of an amicable suggestion on how to resolve the problem:
<MIKEPAUL>  HELLO
<FeralChAoS>   MIKEPAUL theres a button beside your a key called 
?caps lock? please press it to turn o your all caps
<MIKEPAUL>  ok
<FeralChAoS>  thanks MIKEPAUL
<MIKEPAUL>  u too
5.2.3?Laughter
Represented by the simple repetition of two letters?usually h and e, or h and 
a. e choice of a or e, and the number of repetitions and hence length, 
would tend to suggest individual user preference, compared to a single stan-
dard representation of laughter.
Examples:
<Night?queen> haha
<Mike_Mc> hehehehe
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5.3?Emoticons
Emoticons (from emotion + icon), or smileys, are produced by alphanumeric 
characters and punctuation symbols, and represent facial expressions such as 
a smile or frown. ey are used in electronic communications ?to express a 
particular emotion? (Cambridge Advanced Learner?s Dictionary, 2015). If 
present, they are usually seen at the end of a post or on their own, and are 
usually viewed by tilting one?s head to the le.
Some examples are:
:) Typical smiley
:P Tongue-sticking-out smiley
:D Mouth-wide-open smiley
In this study I use the word smiley when a positive emotion is apparent, and 
emoticon when the apparent emotion is negative, neutral or dicult to dis-
cern.
5.4?Emoting
e emote command is used to enable third person utterances and indicate a 
virtual action. Emotes have their origins in virtual text-based communities 
known as MUDs and MOOs, and allow the user to enter an interactive role-
playing fantasy world and communicate in real time. Emotes, usually typed 
in the present tense, are achieved by typing the action preceded by the /me 
command. e result is seen on the main screen in a dierent colour, preced-
ed by an asterisk and the user?s nick. e purpose of emoting is to add an ex-
tra communicative dimension to IRC exchanges.
For example, when EvilStar_ types the following:
/me glares at beardy
the result is seen as:
* EvilStar_ glares at beardy
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Other examples of emotes are:
* zsazsa giggles
* JoieDeVivre throws some hardy boys at Owen
In sum, the various elements comprising Netspeak appear to have the follow-
ing characteristics and functions:
? Abbreviations were frequently used, and aid in reducing the number of 
keystrokes needed, hence increasing the speed of communication.
? Paralanguage appears to be used in order to more closely resemble face-
to-face communication by representing body language and gestures.
? Emoticons indicate in-group membership and appear to add a certain 
shade or nuance to the post.
? Emoting seems to be used in a playful manner most of the time, in order 
to lighten the mood, or to stress the ?virtual reality? of communication in 
this medium.
Netspeak features appear to aid in communicative eciency in IRC, and tend 
to indicate a desire amongst participants to be regarded as members of a spe-
cial or unique group.
Conclusion
Knowledge of the various features of Netspeak is valuable for understand-
ing and following IRC?s rapid exchanges. Further research into the meaning 
and usage of emoticons, would doubtless help clarify the reasons behind the 
widespread use of these popular facial representations and lead to interpreta-
tions of a less speculative nature. Adding a shade of meaning to posts, Net-
speak?s features also indicate the user?s mood, contribute to the ludic nature 
of the interactions and convey a large amount of nonverbal information. 
With its continued popularity, IRC looks set to continue thriving alongside 
newer and more feature-rich methods of synchronous communication 
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through the Internet, pointing to the importance of further studies into this 
fun, stimulating and vibrant medium of communication.
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